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About This Video

One of the crucial elements of Kingdom Come: Deliverance is medieval combat, which we at Warhorse Studios developed
similarly to the other aspects of the game, i.e. as faithfully as possible, in order to show how medieval warriors really fought.

The documentary Fechtbuch is a record of what we learned in pursuit of that goal, and a guide to some of the secrets of
historical martial arts.

In the course of shooting this film, we asked the leading Czech and Slovak fencers and martial artists who assisted in bringing
combat to life in our game to explain and demonstrate the basic principles and techniques of medieval combat. We will show

you arms and armour, present various schools of swordfighting and, together with the combat masters, contemplate the
significance of knightly learning in the past and today, six hundred years later.

See what it looks like when a true master takes a sword into his hand!

Featuring:

Peter Koza, Tostabur & Magisterium

Peter Koza is regarded as essentially the founder of historical martial arts in former Czechoslovakia. The first generation of
modern historical fencers emerged under his guidance and practically every serious HEMA school in Czechia and Slovakia,

whether concerned with stage performance or authentic re-enactment, somehow owes a debt to his heritage. In Fechtbuch, he
speaks of the spiritual aspects of martial arts and their history, as well as demonstrating with relish the intricacies of the varied

approaches of the main historical fencing schools.
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Petr Nůsek, ARGO

Petr Nůsek is primarily a martial artist, but is also the leading Czech combat choreographer. He has lent his expertise to
numerous European and Hollywood movies, worked as a stuntman and stunt coach and is an occasional actor and stunt double.

He acted as an advisor for Kingdom Come: Deliverance and choreographed combat and battle scenes. In the documentary
Fechtbuch he tells us something about combat choreography as well as about martial arts as a particular pathway through life,

irrespective of the century in which it is enacted.

Petr Vytopil, Paridon

Petr Vytopil, the leading Czech fencing tutor, presents in the documentary Fechtbuch the principles of swordfighting, in
particular the offensive German school and its emphasis on the “Vor” method – i.e. the importance of maintaining pressure on

the opponent and foreseeing his every move before he has a chance to execute it. Petr is an expert on the German school of
fencing and fighting in armour and also tells us something about how medieval swordfighting is re-enacted today.

Robert Waschka, House of Knightly Virtues in Brno

Robert Waschka of the House of Knightly Virtues in Brno was the lead combat advisor for Kingdom Come: Deliverance and all
the fencing techniques you see in the game are derived from his movements. Robert teaches fencing and conducts workshops in

the use of different weapons in various styles and schools of combat. In the documentary Fechtbuch, he explains how he
became involved in fencing and what it means for him, shows us how to hold a longsword and where to strike an opponent... and

when it’s not a good idea to talk to your adversary.

Combat scenes choreographed and performed by Adorea
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Title: Fechtbuch: The Real Swordfighting behind Kingdom Come
Production:
Warhorse Studios
Distributor:
Warhorse Studios, Deep Silver
Franchise:
Warhorse Studios
Release Date: 5 Feb, 2019
Country: Czech Republic
Video Resolution: 1080p(2.4GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: Stereo
Running Time: 63 minutes

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.

English,Czech,Polish,German,French,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Just use Unity or Unreal 4. Honestly.. Didnt care for it, All the creatures I created die after 6 seconds no matter no matter how
hard I tried to fix them. When my life goes 0, turn didn't end. It's not only player, npc too. If i face this error, i can't finish that
game.
But developer is so passionate. I wish this game will be nice game. 11/10 Meow

+cats
+meow
+watching cats circle aimlessly for 7 hours

-more cats needed
-soundtrack was not composed of meows
-needs kittens

108% would meow again. this game has potional but it had a few flaws it really needs to fix like the font of the game is nearly
unreadable and it often overlaps on other words makeing already hard to read lines imposssible. Surrounded by guards? no
problem, just spam X
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I wanted to love this game. I really tried to.

I love the environment, futuristic class system society, broken lives, depressive streets, robots, androids, machines, etc.

HOWEVER, it is too much based on "go click something, go other side of the map and take something that previously wasn't
there, go to the another side of the map and talked to someone with an unlocked dialog option, go back to the first place you
started and take something else..." and so on. You got the point. Boringly repetitive.

Also *SPOILER*
.... I was disappointed when I couldn't adopt the poor kitty -.-
  *SPOILER ENDS*

. hooooooooo hhhhhhoooooooooooo. This is♥♥♥♥♥♥. It has pretty girl pictures but the story is very lacking(not big shock)
and there is large amounts of grinding to unlock stuff and find the best cards.

This game also promotes you to pay more money to get stuff in game. I did not finish this game, I was not going to grind that
amount of time or spend any more money(other than purchase price).. This was an awesome piece of roguelike awesomeness!

it's quite challanging, so if you consider playing this you might want to grab some paper towels for your tears.

Over all the universe of this game is what got me most of the time (besides my tears).
it's beautifully made, as already mentioned: challanging with chunks of hope for success.. This game is a preuqel story of canny
and something about the giant mole rat.. Refreshingly novel concept for a puzzle game. Simple enough gameplay that it can be
casually approached without explanation.

Took me around 30 minutes to reach level 12 where I first got stuck. So I expect the total playtime will come in around 2-3
hours, reasonable considering the cost. (I'll try to remember to update the review when I get that far).

Cons:
* The alternate zoom out camera is a bit arkward to control
* Minor graphical artifacts (dark pixels that flicker for a second or two), some of these seem to appear at the seams between
blocks, the cause of other less frequent artiefacts is unclear.. A good software for every one to learn about himself.
Beneficial but not enough for academic use.
And how to purchase the Enterprise edition? Consider DLCs plz!
. Got it a while ago when it was on sale and just thought I would never play it, but it is honestly one of the funniest and greatest
games I have played. I love it because it kind of gives me Pokemon feels. You need to ttry it out for yourself! :D
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